
Gentle curves, a slender profile and the style and warmth of wood encapsulate the calming presence 

of Pirra. With a relaxed seated pitch and suspension support in both seat and back cushions, its 

lasting comfort brings an indulgent feeling at every encounter.

Designed by Gemma Bernal
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PIRRA LOUNGE BRINGS AN INDULGENT FEEL ING AT EVERY ENCOUNTER

Delivering a visual reminiscent of the mid-century modern era, Pirra Lounge by Arcadia is defi ned by a sculptural wood frame and 

subtle comfort-enhancing features that altogether lend a relaxed, calming presence.

Designed by Barcelona-based Gemma Bernal, the collection is comprised of mid- and high back models with slim, yet generously-

proportioned seat and back cushions that feature an inner suspension support. This thoughtful interior construction allows for a 

slender appearance while ensuring extended comfort for longer periods of time.

The solid ash frame is constructed by a method known as wood turning, resulting in a look that preserves the orientation of the 

wood grain and highlights its natural beauty. Softly rounded legs and radiused arm rests further add to the chair’s overall visual 

appeal, while a subtly reclined pitch provides additional support and allows for wall-saver functionality on mid-back models.

“Pirra marks our fi rst collaboration with Gemma Bernal, and if this series is any indication, it will certainly not be the last,” says 

Helen Kim, Arcadia’s Vice President of Marketing. “The collection exceeded our every expectation, resulting in a timeless design 

that truly allows our craftsmanship to speak for itself.”

Finding its niche in commercial environments ranging from open offi ces to coworking spaces, college campuses, hospitality 

applications and so much more, Pirra integrates a minimalist charm into any design theme. Its sculpted profi le is underlined by 

mindful details, creating a welcoming familiarity that resonates with every interaction.

For more than forty years, Arcadia has been dedicated to new product development and a breadth and depth of high quality seating and table 

solutions for large and small companies alike.  Dynamic in environments ranging from corporate, educational, healthcare, hospitality and retail 

spaces to government institutions, airport and club lounges, and more, Arcadia’s product collections are introduced each year at NeoCon and 

remain on display in its permanent showroom in Chicago’s Merchandise Mart (Suite #340).  

For more information, contact Caitlin McHenry at 800.585.5957 or caitlinm@arcadiacontract.com.
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AT-A-GLANCE
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>  Mid and high back models.

>  Solid wood frame manufactured in ash.

>  Wood frame offered in all standard and custom fi nishes.

>  Seat cushions feature suspension support for optimum comfort.

>  Mid-back models include wall-saver leg design.

High Back Lounge Chair Mid-Back Lounge Chair 


